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Executive Summary

Exhibitions and Public Programs [pages 20-31]

A Guggenheim Helsinki would generate exhibitions to be presented in a global 
context—at other Guggenheim museums and elsewhere—enabling the museum to 
reach far beyond its immediate locale. Likewise, the Guggenheim Foundation 
would organize exceptional programming for the new museum that might not 
otherwise be seen in Finland. A permanent collection, reflective of the museum’s 
exhibition program, would be developed gradually over time. The museum would 
feature outstanding installations of great works from the twentieth to the twenty-
first century that transcend national boundaries, present the best of Nordic 
design and architecture, and portray Finland’s considerable contributions in all 
aspects of the visual arts within a broader context. As a vital part of the 
Guggenheim Foundation’s mission, the programming at the new museum would 
build upon Finland’s unparalleled accomplishments in the field of education to 
provide a wide array of opportunities for children and adults from the region, as 
well as international visitors, to expand their visual arts experience.

Financial Model [pages 32-53]

A Guggenheim Helsinki should be understood as a cultural, educational, 
economic, and tourism project, with benefits to the economy and the society  
as a whole.

The following key changes have been made to the museum’s proposed financial 
model since the release of the original feasibility study: 

• It is now anticipated that 550,000 individuals would visit the new museum 
annually.

• The annual operations fee has been reduced by 50% from 2M to 1M EUR,  
and is now tied to achieving projected attendance goals, demonstrating the 
Guggenheim’s financial stake and enthusiasm for the mission of the project.

• The operating revenues have been increased by 4% from 7.7M to 8.1M EUR  
and the operating costs have been decreased by nearly 10% from 14.5M to 
13.1M EUR, resulting in a reduction in the net annual operating costs from  
6.8M to 5M EUR.

The Guggenheim Helsinki is expected to bring 41M EUR in annual economic 
impact, directly creating 103-11 jobs at the museum itself, indirectly creating 
340-80 jobs in Finland, and supporting many more. After three years, the 
economic impact of the new museum would likely exceed the initial investment 
that had been made toward the building itself. Annual tax revenue to Finland 
overall is estimated at a total of 8M EUR. Following the allocation of public funds 
to cover the net annual operating costs of the new museum, the net tax impact 
would remain positive at 3M EUR annually. In addition, during the construction 
period, the museum is expected to support 800-1,000 additional short-term jobs.

Introduction [pages 8-11]

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation remains steadfast in its commitment to 
the development of a new museum in Helsinki, and is extremely pleased to 
present this revised proposal. A Guggenheim Helsinki is intended to be a long-
term national investment with positive and far-reaching economic, social, and 
cultural implications. The purpose of this proposal is to update the City, State, 
and public about the core ideas for developing the new museum. As the first step 
in this plan, the Guggenheim proposes that a fully funded, open, and 
international architectural design competition take place to envision a new 
museum for Helsinki, Finland, and the world. 

Rationale [pages 12-15]

The Guggenheim Foundation is one of the top-tier art institutions in the world, 
universally recognized for its offerings of exceptional exhibitions and 
architectural achievements in museum buildings. The institution has become a 
catalyst for unparalleled cultural and economic growth. With a transparent 
society and dynamic culture, Finland has a demonstrated capacity to advance 
the Guggenheim’s mission to promote the understanding and appreciation of art, 
architecture, urbanism, and other manifestations of the visual culture of our time. 
The Guggenheim is committed to furthering contemporary cultural dialogue on a 
global scale, and Helsinki offers an optimal opportunity to continue to expand 
this program. The Guggenheim Helsinki project would be a strategic investment 
for both Helsinki and Finland, raising the international profile of the entire region.

Mission and Purpose [pages 16-19]

A Guggenheim Helsinki would present internationally acclaimed exhibitions 
while using the institution as a platform to connect the public with artists and their 
practices. The museum would have a strong focus on Nordic and international 
architecture and design and their intersection with art. The museum would be a 
premiere destination: a central gathering place or “town green” for city residents 
of all ages and a must-see destination for foreigners. Its waterfront location 
would act as a welcome center for visitors and a year-round focus of culture and 
entertainment for city residents. 
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A Finnish foundation, which the parties anticipate would be non-profit and 
tax-exempt, would be responsible for the direction, operation, and management 
of the museum and for overseeing its annual budget. The licensing fee of 30M 
USD would be privately funded and funds would be identified and committed by 
the close of the architectural competition.

Building Program  [pages 56-67]

The museum building would become a symbol of the new Helsinki—an iconic 
presence indicative of Finland’s distinct reputation with regard to art, 
architecture, and design. The building would support an active exhibition and 
education program. Through the quality of its architecture and public programs, 
the museum would be a compelling community gathering space for locals and 
tourists alike. There would be strong connections to the harbor and urban 
context, which would be evident in all seasons. The site currently being 
considered is owned by the City and lies near the intersection of Eteläranta and 
Laivasillankatu, along the southwestern edge of the South Harbor. The proposed 
site would be approximately 13,000 square meters in size, with the total area of 
the museum building approximating 12,000 square meters, of which around 
4,000 square meters would be devoted to exhibition space. 

The architectural competition for the new museum building would be conducted 
as an open, anonymous, and international process, and is expected to be fully 
funded. Submissions from a wide-ranging group of architects and designers from 
Finland and around the world would be encouraged, including young and 
emerging practices as well as the most established figures in the field. The 
competition results would be announced in a public assembly in Helsinki. 

Next Steps [page 68]

There will be a series of discussions, called “Guggenheim Helsinki Live”, held to 
engage the public throughout the month of October. These forums will include 
panel discussions, public programs, and on-site presence from the Guggenheim 
for one-on-one conversations and informational exchange regarding proposed 
ideas for the new museum. The Guggenheim is interested in hearing from all 
sectors of Finnish society and looks forward to the opportunity to interact more 
closely with the public. It is expected that these discussions will lead to and 
inform the City Board's decision about whether to move forward with the 
proposed architectural design competition. Additional information regarding this 
program and all aspects of this project can be found on www.guggenheimhki.fi.

www.guggenheimhki.fi
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Introduction

new museum for Helsinki, Finland, and the world.  
Pending a vote by the City Board that would allow 
the Guggenheim to launch an architectural 
competition, multiple opportunities would be made 
available for public dialogue and engagement to 
refine the concept for the new museum with the 
participation of Finnish citizens. The terms outlined in 
this revised proposal represent the Guggenheim’s 
current vision for what the new museum could become. 
Each section of the proposal offers a potential model 
for future discussion. Ongoing conversations 
between the Finnish public and the Guggenheim will 
help to inform the structure of the competition and 
the project as it evolves. 

This revised proposal includes  
key changes in the following areas: 

Financial Model
Site
Relationship with Finnish institutions and artists
Architectural Competition

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation is pleased 
to present its revised ideas for a potential 
Guggenheim Helsinki and welcomes the opportunity 
to engage in dialogue with the Finnish and 
international public. The foundation remains 
steadfast in its commitment to the development of 
this museum. A broad base of supporters, including 
members of the art, design, architecture, cultural, 
business, political, and philanthropic communities, 
continue to express their dedication to this project. 
These advocates have helped to broaden the 
discussion by sharing ideas and identifying resources 
to advance the discussion. 

A Guggenheim Helsinki is intended to be a long-
term national investment with positive and far-
reaching cultural, educational, and economic 
development project benefitting Finland as a whole. 
The purpose of the revised proposal is to sufficiently 
update the City, State, and public about the core 
ideas for developing the new museum. As the first 
step in this plan, the Guggenheim proposes that an 
architectural design competition take place, offering 
local and international architects—from students to 
the well-established—an opportunity to envision a 
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Background/History
In January 2011, Helsinki Mayor Jussi Pajunen, Deputy Mayor Tuula Haatainen, and 
Guggenheim Museum and Foundation Director Richard Armstrong jointly 
announced a concept and development study to explore the potential viability of a 
new Guggenheim museum in Helsinki. This study was the product of a collaboration 
with the Helsinki Art Museum; wide-ranging discussions among Guggenheim staff; 
conversations with outside colleagues and experts from a variety of fields; input 
from artists, academics, and Finns of all ages and walks of life; and detailed 
research and analysis by consultants that included Boston Consulting Group, 
Cooper, Robertson & Partners, LaPlaca Cohen, and Roschier. The study included a 
brief cultural history of Finland and Helsinki, a comparative analysis of Finnish and 
Nordic art institutions, a mission and exhibition program proposed for the museum, 
a market study, a legal structure, and a preliminary building program, as well as a 
series of recommendations and conclusions. In April 2012, the City of Helsinki Board 
narrowly elected not to proceed with an architectural competition to develop a site 
for the museum (7 votes in favor; 8 opposed). Following the vote, discussion 
surrounding the project steadily decreased in the public and the media, though 
supporters of the project maintained a positive dialogue and actively sought to 
develop a revised proposal for future consideration. At the same time, as a result of 
the vital discussions surrounding the project, an innovative initiative, Checkpoint 
Helsinki, was developed. Through this initiative, the arts community has been 
engaged in exploring new ways to present art within the existing landscape. These 
efforts demonstrate the importance of art in Helsinki and are an important signifier 
of the fertile and active cultural community. 

In the spring of 2013, Armstrong re-emphasized the Guggenheim’s commitment to 
the possibility of building a Guggenheim Helsinki, and talks were resumed with the 
City. Work commenced to develop a revised proposal, taking into consideration 
what was learned during and following the original study process. This improved 
plan includes key changes made in response to concerns expressed by the public, 
the artists' community, and the Helsinki Art Museum’s board of directors. As a result 
of these discussions, the Helsinki Art Museum is no longer a partner in this proposal. 
In May 2013, the Guggenheim engaged the Miltton Group to coordinate the public 
affairs, media, and private-funding aspects of the project and to help ensure that 
Finnish cultural values would be incorporated into the proposal.

Throughout this process, the Guggenheim—working closely with the City of Helsinki 
and the State of Finland—has and continues to operate in an open and transparent 
manner. The intention of this revised proposal is to engage the public in active 
dialogue and to encourage all voices to be heard during the planning process 
through multiple public forums, including informal meetings, moderated discussions, 
and panels hosted by the Guggenheim or key Finnish stakeholders. These 
discussions would continue through various online platforms, including the project’s 
website and social-media channels. In support of this new approach, the 
Guggenheim plans to work closely with the business community, tourism 
organizations, existing cultural and educational platforms within the region, sports 
and government agencies, and a broad base of local industries.

The Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation recognizes the great potential for a 
leading museum of art in the City of Helsinki. After publishing a thorough concept 
and development study in 2012, the Guggenheim has, in the intervening months, 
listened to public comments and held numerous discussions with representatives 
of the State of Finland, the City of Helsinki, and the arts community. Support for 
this initiative from members of the city and state government as well as leaders 
throughout the country has been instrumental in bringing forth this revised 
proposal, developed in response to the opinions, concerns, and aspirations 
expressed by a diverse cross-section of society. The Guggenheim Foundation 
welcomes this new opportunity to share with the public and interested parties the 
fundamental ideas for a Guggenheim Helsinki and revisions to the 2012 study. 

With its eye toward the future, Finland presents a unique opportunity for the 
global Guggenheim to jointly develop a museum with a country that values 
innovation and culture. This museum would allow for an exchange of ideas, 
connecting cultures and promoting the artistic developments of Finland and the 
Nordic region. The engagement of a broad social, economic, and cultural base 
during the development of a Guggenheim Helsinki would amplify the museum’s 
positive impact on the region. Residents of Finland and international visitors alike 
would become active participants in the exchange of relevant contemporary 
ideas within an expanding global arts community.

The current proposal outlines the long-term operating structure of the museum. At 
this stage, the Guggenheim recommends a phased approach limited to a fully 
funded, open, and international architectural design competition for the 
proposed museum building. Proponents of the project within Finland intend to 
support the competition and, through its own fund-raising efforts, the 
Guggenheim would endeavor to raise the necessary funds to run and support 
the architectural competition and related activities. Ongoing discussion about 
the project and its development would take place concurrent with the 
architectural competition, to gather as much public input as possible. At the 
conclusion of the competition and this feedback period, a final determination 
about the museum would be made by the relevant governing and funding 
bodies. An international design competition overseen by the Guggenheim would 
enhance the project’s global visibility—directly and indirectly benefiting local 
communities—and is likely to draw the participation of established and emerging 
architects worldwide. Significant media and public attention would be 
generated through this phase of the project, offering yet another opportunity to 
demonstrate that Finland is at the vanguard of art, design, and urban 
development. The result would be a worthy testament to the Finnish legacy of 
design and would become a symbol for the open, dynamic, forward-thinking 
society Finland has become. Following a jury deliberation, multiple public forums, 
and the selection of a winning design, a second decision on whether to proceed 
with the construction, pre-operating, and operating phases of the museum would 
be presented to the State and to the City Council for consideration.
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Rationale 

As one of the top-tier art institutions in the world, the 
Guggenheim is universally recognized for its 
offerings of exceptional exhibitions and public 
programs. Together with its array of architectural 
achievements in museum buildings, the institution has 
become a catalyst for unparalleled cultural and 
economic growth.

With a transparent society and dynamic culture, 
Finland has a demonstrated capacity to advance the 
Guggenheim’s mission to promote an understanding 
and appreciation of art, architecture, urbanism, and 
other manifestations of the visual culture of our time. 
The Guggenheim is committed to furthering 
contemporary cultural dialogue on a global scale, 
and Helsinki offers an optimal opportunity to 
continue to expand this program.

The Guggenheim remains committed to the Finnish 
and Nordic region and believes that Helsinki 
represents the ideal location to develop a truly 
innovative arts institution. 

The Guggenheim’s reasoning in developing this or 
any new affiliate institution is rooted in a 
combination of value-based, ideological, and 
financial motives that are a reflection of a global 
strategic plan and mission.

Proponents of the project in Helsinki and Finland 
have continued to express their support of the 
project and have been instrumental in furthering the 
discussion. 

The Guggenheim Helsinki project would be a 
strategic investment for both Helsinki and Finland. 
New services and tourist attractions would raise the 
City’s and the State’s international profile. 

A new Guggenheim would complement Finland’s 
and Helsinki’s rich artistic legacy and cultural 
infrastructure by providing a new forum for 
presenting Finnish art and culture in a much broader 
international context, attracting greater attention 
from abroad. 

The timing of the project presents an opportunity to 
highlight the centennial celebrations of Finland by 
making a considerable demonstration of its global 
perspective and commitment to art and culture.

Finland’s stable political structure and remarkable 
educational system have led to a robust economy, 
establishing the nation as an international center of 
research and development and creating a fertile 
landscape for cultural exchange. 

With a focus on design and technology, Finland’s 
creative vibrancy is a testament to the importance of 
culture as a foundational component of national 
identity. 

Finland serves as an active bridge between East and 
West and is located at the nexus of the Nordic and 
Baltic regions.
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growth and development into the future, according to advanced principles of 
urban development. Helsinki has a robust infrastructure for culture and tourism 
with numerous high-quality museums; yet an assessment of its cultural offerings 
suggests that a gap exists that the Guggenheim could fill. Finland’s museums are 
largely devoted to Finnish art and culture, with few significant collections of 
international modern and contemporary art. Since these areas are precisely the 
Guggenheim’s focus, the Guggenheim Helsinki’s program would be unlikely to 
overlap with those of existing institutions. The new museum would operate as a 
complementary and collaborative partner within the existing arts community. 
Furthermore, as witnessed in Bilbao, Spain, and in other cities, the development 
of the arts infrastructure in any given city tends to increase attendance and 
appeal for all museums and cultural destinations in the area.

A Guggenheim Helsinki would serve as a cultural beacon by convening and 
collaborating with other museums; presenting internationally acclaimed 
exhibitions; featuring Finnish art within the Guggenheim’s international program; 
acting as a primary destination for tourists; and welcoming the public into a new 
gathering space. Existing arts and cultural institutions in the region would benefit 
substantially by gaining access to growing audiences and a wide range of 
international media. A Guggenheim Helsinki would be developed in 
collaboration with existing institutions, and would be of great benefit by bringing 
new audiences to the region and increasing the number of visitors for all regional 
museums and attractions. As a result, Helsinki and Finland as a whole would 
become progressively more involved in global arts communities, partnerships, 
and dialogues.  

A Guggenheim Helsinki also would allow the Guggenheim Foundation to 
expand its global constellation of museums. Through its museums and special 
initiatives, the Guggenheim holds an extraordinary position from which to 
explore and promote the role of the arts in the new conditions of the twenty-first 
century, when cultures are at once interconnected and locally distinctive to a 
degree never before seen. In response to these conditions, the Guggenheim is 
evolving in the way it reflects multiple perspectives and fosters mutual 
understanding among contemporary societies, with their specific yet 
interdependent concerns and forms of expression. Through its exhibitions, 
curatorial and residency programs, educational initiatives, publications, 
acquisitions, off-site programs, and online platforms, the foundation is working to 
achieve an inclusive art-historical vision that encompasses various modernisms 
and unprecedented developments in contemporary cultural thought. For the 
Guggenheim Foundation, Helsinki offers the ideal site to expand this dialogue. 
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Mission and Purpose

The Guggenheim Helsinki would focus on artistic 
process, presenting internationally acclaimed 
exhibitions while using the institution as a platform to 
connect the public with artists and their practices. 

This emphasis on process would be enhanced by a 
dynamic education program, engaging students, 
their families and teachers, and diverse adult 
audiences from the novice to the scholar through 
symposia, lectures, and events. 

The museum would have a strong focus on Nordic 
and international architecture and design and their 
intersection with art. 

The legacy of Finnish design is distinctive, even when 
considered in the context of Scandinavia, and a 
Guggenheim Helsinki would help to highlight this 
history and its impact more broadly within an 
international context.

The museum would serve as a model for other 
institutions worldwide by integrating innovations in 
technology through Finland’s advanced networks 
and highly educated population.

The museum would become a vital center for 
dialogue and engagement with critical ideas. 

The Guggenheim Helsinki would be a premier 
destination: a central gathering place or “town green” 
for city residents of all ages and a must-see 
destination for foreigners. Its waterfront location 
would act as a welcome center for visitors and  
a year-round focus of culture and entertainment for 
city residents.

A Guggenheim Helsinki would make additional 
opportunities available to Finnish artists by providing 
access to new audiences for their work and enabling 
them to present their work in an international 
context. These new cultural tourists would be eager 
to explore all aspects of the Finnish experience and 
would help to raise the profile of and attendance at 
museums and galleries throughout the region.

Among new opportunities afforded to Finnish artists 
and students as a result of this endeavor would  
be artist-residency and student-exchange programs 
available at Guggenheim affiliate museums and 
collaborating institutions worldwide.

The Guggenheim would provide Finland  
with unparalleled access to important artists and 
movements within the canon of twentieth and 
twenty-first-century art.
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Guggenheim Museum Bilbao is more Basque and Spanish as a result of proximity 
and familiarity born of geography, it is anticipated that the Guggenheim Helsinki 
would reflect the Finnish and Nordic context. Above all, a new museum would 
provide Finnish artists and the growing art-going audience greater access and a 
portal to the latest developments in contemporary art, architecture, urbanism, 
and design worldwide. Conversely, the museum would serve as a springboard to 
greatly increased exposure for a wide international audience to the 
achievements of Helsinki, Finland, and the region.

One of the key objectives of the museum would be the presentation of interactive 
and enjoyable learning opportunities for students and online resource materials 
for classroom teachers to contextualize visits to the museum. Through cross-
generational programming that actively engages families in viewing, discussing, 
and creating art together, visitors would be encouraged to return to the museum. 
School and family programs would make a strong connection to artistic and 
cultural traditions in the region and would provide students and families with the 
opportunity to develop their connection with art and culture through the 
institution. Collaborations with schools, universities, and community and cultural 
centers would provide context for the exhibitions and building architecture, 
promote cross-cultural dialogue and audience diversity, and motivate community 
involvement in the museum and beyond. 
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Exhibitions  
and Public Programs

 

A Guggenheim Helsinki would generate exhibitions 
to be presented in a global context—at other 
Guggenheim museums and elsewhere—enabling the 
museum to reach far beyond its immediate locale. 
Likewise, the Guggenheim Foundation would 
organize exceptional programming for the new 
museum that might not otherwise be seen in Finland.  

A permanent collection, reflective of the museum’s 
exhibition program, would be developed gradually 
over time. 

The museum would feature outstanding installations 
of great works from the twentieth to the twenty-first 
century that transcend national boundaries, present 
the best of Nordic design and architecture, and 
portray Finland’s considerable contributions to all 
aspects of the visual arts in a broader context.

Education is a vital part of the Guggenheim 
Foundation’s mission and would continue to play an 
integral role in the program for the Guggenheim 
Helsinki. The educational agenda would provide 
dynamic programs and innovative opportunities 
fostering a personal and meaningful engagement 
with art for international visitors and diverse 
audiences/communities throughout the region: 
youth, teachers, school groups, and families; 
universities and the academic community; and adults 
across generations. 

Through a variety of on-site and outreach 
educational initiatives, the Guggenheim Helsinki 
would broaden access to the exhibitions and rich 
milieu of Finnish/Nordic design sensibility, as well as 
international modern and contemporary art and 
architecture.

Online communities in each of these arenas would 
be developed and cultivated by the museum’s 
cutting-edge technology staff in collaboration with 
the museum’s curatorial and education teams. 
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Major Exhibitions

Art in America: Three Hundred Years of Innovation
This exhibition, staged several years ago, would be quite appropriate within the 
Finnish context. Featuring 130 important works of American art spanning the 
Colonial period to the present age, focusing on painting drawn from major U.S. 
and European collections, including the Terra Foundation for American Art and 
the Guggenheim Foundation, this exhibition was immensely popular with 
audiences on its global tour. Similar exhibitions featuring the chronological 
spectrum of the creative output of a given country or region illustrate the kinds of 
programming likely to have a wide appeal in Finland.

Gutai: Splendid Playground
Presented in 2013, Gutai: Splendid Playground featured the creative spectrum of 
Japan’s most influential avant-garde collective of the postwar era. Founded by 
the visionary artist Yoshihara Jirō in 1954, the Gutai group was legendary in its 
own time. Its young members explored new art forms combining performance, 
painting, and interactive environments, and realized an “international common 
ground” of experimental art through the worldwide reach of their exhibition and 
publications. Against the backdrop of wartime totalitarianism, Gutai forged an 
ethics of creative freedom, breaking through myriad boundaries to generate 
some of the most exuberant works and events in the history of Japanese and 
international avant-garde art. Much has been written about the commonalities 
between the Finnish and Japanese aesthetic and sensitive use of natural 
materials. Never before has this genre of work been shown in Finland, and the 
exhibition would be revelatory for Finnish audiences as was the case in New 
York.  

Italian Futurism, 1909–1944: Reconstructing the Universe
Planned for 2014, Italian Futurism, 1909–1944: Reconstructing the Universe will 
be the first comprehensive overview of Italian Futurism presented in the United 
States. This multidisciplinary exhibition examines the historical sweep of the 
movement from its inception with F. T. Marinetti’s Futurist manifesto in 1909 
through its demise at the end of World War II. Presenting more than three 
hundred works, the exhibition encompasses not only painting and sculpture but 
also advertising, architecture, ceramics, design, fashion, film, free-form poetry, 
music, performance, photography, publications, and theater. To convey the 
myriad artistic languages employed by the Futurists as they evolved over a 
thirty-five-year period, the exhibition integrates multiple disciplines in each 
section. While Finnish audiences are likely well-acquainted with Russian Futurism, 
its rich antecedents in Italy have not been fully explored in Finland. This exhibition 
could present a singular opportunity to show the spectrum of this important 
movement and would hold a wide cross-disciplinary appeal.

In a world where art often functions in a transnational dialogue, the Guggenheim 
is distinctively equipped to engage with diverse communities and cultures, and 
connect with international audiences. The nonhierarchical structure of the 
Guggenheim is fundamental to its collective drive to democratize art, encourage 
cultural exchange, and reaffirm the radical proposition that art has the potential 
to effect change in the world.

The works on view at the Guggenheim Helsinki would be ever-changing, 
featuring two to three major exhibitions and three to five smaller exhibitions each 
year. These major exhibitions would present work by important international 
artists of the modern and contemporary eras. Some of these exhibitions would be 
generated by the Guggenheim Helsinki and could travel internationally to other 
Guggenheim museums and to museums and cultural institutions worldwide. 
Smaller exhibitions would present opportunities for the museum to develop an 
ongoing forum for interacting with, enhancing, and cultivating relationships with 
artists working in Finland today. The museum would routinely feature exhibitions 
of work by both emerging and established artists. Finnish artists also would be 
represented on governing boards and various committees, as well as any juries 
relevant to the museum’s programming. Likewise, due to its standing in the art 
world, the Guggenheim Foundation has the unique capability to access and 
present programming that otherwise would not be presented in Finland.  

The Guggenheim Helsinki would develop a permanent collection over time 
based on its exhibitions. Whether through specific commissions or key 
acquisitions, the collection would stand as a lasting testament to the exhibitions 
presented at the museum. Funding for this gradual and strategic stream of 
acquisitions would be addressed separately through private sources and, in 
many cases, included in programming budgets.

The Guggenheim Helsinki would have its own curatorial team that would 
collaborate closely with the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York. and 
other affiliates. This team would generate programs for the Guggenheim Helsinki, 
many of which would be presented at other institutions worldwide. These 
exhibitions would draw upon the interests and expertise of the Helsinki-based 
curatorial team, incorporating Finnish artists and perspectives into the 
Guggenheim global calendar. In addition, some exhibitions would be organized 
in New York, and the other Guggenheim affiliate museums that would 
complement the Helsinki-based programs. Several examples of past and 
upcoming exhibitions organized by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New 
York, that would suit the mission and setting of the Guggenheim Helsinki are 
listed as follows, and others are depicted in the illustrations included throughout 
the proposal. 
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Short-term, Interactive, Nontraditional 
Programs

Smaller, performance-based programs would play a central role at the 
Guggenheim Helsinki and would be designed to reflect the spirit of today’s most 
innovative practices. Conceived to take place in the interstices of the museum’s 
exhibition spaces, in individual galleries, or beyond the physical confines of the 
building, extending to the outdoors, these programs would invite emerging 
practitioners locally and from all over the world to create work that is usually 
site-specific and experiential. These smaller exhibitions would be an important 
venue to expand the dialogue about non-object-based practices and would 
allow for students, regular citizens, and innovative thinkers to come together and 
participate in unconventional forums, expanding the boundaries of a traditional 
art museum. In addition to programs on this scale, the following are two 
hypothetical proposals for ongoing, site-specific programming at the 
Guggenheim Helsinki, which would highlight the work of Finnish artists and the 
architecture of the new building.

Solution Space
This series would present two to three small exhibitions or initiatives per calendar 
year that pose a specific problem related to a social or design challenge facing 
cities today. The work of Finnish artists and design practices would be featured 
prominently. Outcomes and solutions would be used to inform the development 
of an upcoming exhibition. As this exhibition travels across the Guggenheim 
network, and perhaps to other institutions, Solution Space would be brought to 
each respective museum so that the resulting exhibition could evolve as it toured. 
In this way, user-generated content would be incorporated in real time.

Annual Architectural Intervention
Utilizing the ample green space that is currently anticipated to surround the 
museum, an architectural intervention could be envisioned each winter as a 
setting for short-term programming, when the area is less likely to be used as an 
outdoor park. A competition showcasing the best of emerging architecture and 
design from Finland and around the globe would result in a built structure that 
could accommodate a small audience for panels and workshops. This annual 
event could entail collaborations with the students and staff of Finnish schools 
and universities.

James Turrell
On view from June-September 2013 at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 
New York, this exhibition focuses on the artist’s groundbreaking explorations of 
perception, light, color, and space. At its core is Aten Reign (2013), a major new 
project that recasts the museum’s rotunda as an enormous volume filled with 
shifting artificial and natural light. One of the most dramatic transformations of 
the museum ever conceived, this exhibition is drawing record attendance and is 
being called “mind-blowing,” “spiritual,” and “utterly transformative.” The heliotropic 
quality envisioned for the Guggenheim Helsinki and the extreme shifts in light in 
Finland would create the ideal setting for a similar major installation of Turrell’s 
work.

Frank Lloyd Wright: From Within Outward
Organized in conjunction with the Frank Lloyd Wright Foundation, this exhibition 
brought together sixty-four projects designed by one of the most influential 
architects of the twentieth century, including privately commissioned residences, 
civic and government buildings, and religious and performance spaces, as well 
as unrealized urban mega-structures. Given the importance of architecture, 
natural materials, and reliance on organic form to this project and context, a 
retrospective of this pivotal architect would be a catalytic event for the Finnish 
design community.

 

Mid-sized Exhibitions

Hugo Boss Prize Winners
Smaller-scale exhibitions could include works by recent Hugo Boss Prize winners. 
Since 1996, the Guggenheim has collaborated with Hugo Boss to honor an artist 
whose work represents a significant development in contemporary art. These 
artists have included Hans-Peter Feldmann, Marjetica Potrč, Rirkrit Tiravanija, and 
Danh Vo. An exhibition of Hugo Boss Prize winners would be an opportunity for 
such artists to connect with new audiences in Finland and for the Finnish public to 
engage with the work of some of the most compelling international artists today.

No Country: Contemporary Art for South and Southeast Asia 
This exhibition was the first presentation of a multi-year initiative, conceived by the 
Guggenheim in collaboration with UBS, charting contemporary art and creative 
activity across three geographic regions. No Country proposed a reevaluation of 
today’s art from South and Southeast Asia based not on national divisions but on 
cultural relationships, influences, affinities, and negotiations. The exhibition 
offered a glimpse into the region’s diverse contemporary art practices and 
presented the possibility of understanding its countries as greater than the 
contents of their political and geographical boundaries. Small but innovative 
shows like this, focusing on areas of the globe with which Finnish audiences may 
be less familiar, form a critical part of the Guggenheim’s programming. 
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Financial Model

The following key changes have been made to the 
museum’s proposed financial model since the release 
of the original feasibility study: 

The annual operations fee has been reduced by 50% 
and is now tied to achieving projected attendance 
goals, demonstrating the Guggenheim’s financial 
stake in the project and enthusiasm for its mission.

The operating revenues have been increased and the 
operating costs have been decreased, resulting in a 
reduction in the net annual operating costs.

The analysis of the museum’s economic impact has 
been described more clearly. A Guggenheim Helsinki 
should be understood as a cultural, educational, 
economic, and tourism project, with benefits to the 
economy and society as a whole.
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Revenue estimates increased by 4%
Cost estimates decreased by nearly 10% 

Changes in annual revenue 
estimates

The museum’s revenue projections 
have been increased by 4% from 
7.7M to 8.1M EUR 

Government funding removed
• The new museum would be a stand-

alone institution and the Helsinki Art 
Museum is no longer connected to the 
project. As a result, the government 
subsidy of 0.7M EUR is no longer 
available and has been removed from 
the profit-and-loss model.

Corporate sponsorships 
increased from 1M EUR to  
1.85M EUR

• Sponsorship revenue has been 
increased to reflect recent benchmarks 
in sponsorship for large-scale, 
international projects in Helsinki and 
to include projections for in-kind 
contributions.
 - In-kind sponsorships are non-cash 
revenues: products and services 
received from sponsors that would 
otherwise have been incurred costs.
 - New in-kind sponsorships estimates 
include 600k EUR in media space and 
250k EUR in other non-cash 
sponsorships.

Admissions and store income 
increased based on new visitor 
estimates

• The updated attendance figures are 
slightly more optimistic than the 
previously projected 527,000. The 
most recent projections reflect an 
annual attendance of 550,0001 
persons. This figure was used as a 
basis for the new financial model.  
Therefore, projected revenues 
resulting from admissions and retail 
store sales have both increased 
accordingly. 

• Admissions increased from 4.5M to 
4.7M EUR

• Store income increased from 0.7M to 
0.8M EUR

Changes in annual cost  
estimates

The museum’s cost projections have 
decreased by nearly 10% from 14.5M 
to 13.1M EUR

Salaries and benefits decreased 
from 4.8M to 4.4M EUR

• Staffing costs have been reduced by 
400,000 EUR by removing twelve 
full-time positions from the original 
model. Based on revised personnel 
estimates, these reductions were made 
with the understanding that some 
work in the areas of conservation and 
publications would be outsourced, 
and additional digital security 
measures would be implemented, 
reducing the total staff requirements. 
The museum is expected to create 
between 103–11 new full-time jobs. 

Operations fee reduced by 50% 
from 2M to 1M EUR and tied to 
visitor projections 

• The Guggenheim Foundation 
demonstrates a financial stake and 
confidence in the project. 

• Operations fee variable until the 
visitor goal of 550,000 is achieved 
and would remain a flat fee of 1M EUR 
thereafter.

 1The 550,000 number was derived by a survey 
conducted in 2010 of 2,500 Finns and 550 visitors, 
including 170 in direct transit. The results were 
contextualized by local and regional 
benchmarking institutions for attendance and 
analyzed using a rigorous demand model as 
administered by the Boston Consulting Group. 
Since 2011, tourism numbers have risen more than 
originally projected, increasing the overall 
attendance projection for a Guggenheim Helsinki 
from 530,000 to 550,000. 



Net annual operating cost reduced from 6.8M to 5.0M EUR 
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Summary of changes in 
revenues and costs

Revenue estimates increased by 
4% from 7.7M to 8.1M EUR

• Government funding removed 
• Corporate sponsorships increased 

from 1M to 1.85M EUR
• Admissions and store income 

increased based on new visitor 
estimates

Cost estimates decreased  
by ~10% from 14.5M to  
13.1M EUR

• Salaries and benefits decreased from 
4.8M to 4.4M EUR 

• Operationv s fee reduced by 50% from 
2M to 1M EUR and tied to visitor 
projections 

Initial investment costs remain 
the same

• Building costs: ~130M EUR  
(excluding VAT)

• Licensing fee: 30M USD
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It is now anticipated that 550,000 individuals would 
visit the new museum annually. These projections 
were updated based on more recent, positive 
statistics indicating a rise in international tourism in 
the Nordic region. Furthermore, the updated 
projections are based on the methodology of the 
Boston Consulting Group and are substantiated  
by the most current attendance figures available at 
other major arts museums in the region from  
calendar year 2012.

Benchmark comparisons for 
attendance at other major arts museums 
in the Nordic region

Note: Attendance 
projections estimated by 
assuming population 
growth for local/regional 
visits (70% of expected 
visitors) and 3% annual 
growth in tourism for 
foreign visits (30% of 
expected visitors).
 1 Moderna Museet includes 
only visits to Stockholm 
site

Source: Museum websites; 
country statistics



Operations fee dependent upon attendance
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Operations fee tied to achieving the  
visitor goal, indicating the Guggenheim’s 
financial stake

Indicating the Guggenheim’s financial stake in the 
project and confidence in the attendance projections, 
the operations fee of 1M EUR would be tied to 
achieving the projected attendance goal of 550,000 
individuals. The annual operations fee would cover 
the foundation’s executive-level management  
of the Guggenheim Helsinki’s general operations. 
The operations fee would be variable until the  
visitor goal is achieved and would remain a flat fee 
of 1M EUR thereafter.
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Overview of potential 
funding models  

Four potential funding models have been devised for 
consideration by City and State leadership. Boston 
Consulting Group assisted in the financial modeling 
of the museum and in assessing the economic impact. 
Funding Models 1A and 1B show the state funding 
100% of the upfront construction costs. Funding 
models 2A and 2B show the State and the City of 
Helsinki evenly dividing the upfront construction 
costs. Funding models 1A and 2A include other 
regional cities as potential funders for a portion of the 
net annual operating costs, in addition to Helsinki 
and the State. In these models, the cities identified for 
addressing the annual net operating costs would be 
the same cities to reap the direct tax benefits. The aim 
in proposing four different models is to present a 
range of options for the purpose of further discussion.

In the current European cultural arena, it is important 
to note that some measure of public funding is 
essential for nearly any proposed museum to be 
viable in the long term. Private funding plays an 
important role in the proposed Guggenheim Helsinki, 
especially in terms of ongoing corporate and media 
sponsorship and the licensing fee. However, a degree 
of State and City support is fundamental to the 
success of the institution. In this case, the costs would 
be more than offset by annual tax revenues 
generated by the overall economic impact of the 
institution.

Role of Helsinki  
and the State
State funds 100% of the 
construction costs and  
Helsinki contributes to the net 
annual operating cost

Both Helsinki and the State 
contribute equally to the 
construction costs and 
contribute to the net annual 
operating cost

Four Funding Models–  
1A, 1B, 2A, and 2B

Role of other metropolitan cities participation  
in net annual operating cost

Participating Not participating

1A

2A

1B

2B

Set-up

Building size: 12,000 m2 

Owned by the City of Helsinki 

Operated by the new museum entity with oversight  
by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation for 
programming and management

Property from the City of Helsinki 

Visitor estimates

Estimated # of visitors: 550,000 annually

Shared risk: Guggenheim Foundation carries  
part of the risk through variable operations  
fee dependent upon achieving the visitor goal  
of 550,000

Role of private funders

Licensing fee of 30M USD funded from private 
sources. New museum has revenues from private 
funders (sponsors) and own operations (ticketing, 
retail, etc.) worth 8.1M EUR annually (leaving  
a need for 5.0M EUR funding from public sources) 

Costs and revenues

Upfront
Building costs: 130M EUR 1 
Licensing fee: 30M USD 

Annual
Operating revenues: 8.1M EUR
Operating costs: 13.1M EUR
Resulting net annual operating cost: 5.0M EUR

Economic impact

Total annual economic impact (direct, indirect, 
and induced spending): estimated at 41M EUR

Annual tax revenue to Finland overall:  
estimated at a total of 8.0M EUR

Annual net tax revenue after public funding: 
overall net tax impact positive 3.0M EUR  
after public funding for net annual operating cost

103-11 new jobs created directly by the museum 
and an additional 340-80 jobs indirectly created 
in Finland



Property

Construction

Licensing fee

Helsinki

100% State -130.01

-2.787

4.846

1.266
0.518 0.428 0.015 0.055

0.861

0.861

4.846

-0.018-0.622
-1.521

-0.514 -0.066

-1.140

-0.034 -0.120
-0.942

Private funding -23.2 (30M USD)

Private State Helsinki Espoo Vantaa Kauniainen Lahti Other cities

Summary of funding model 
(figures in M EUR)
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Net annual
operating cost

A
N

N
U

A
L New museum has revenues 

from private funders �
(sponsors) and its operations 
(admissions, retail, etc). 
The remaining net annual 
operating cost funded by the 
cities of Helsinki, Espoo, 
Vantaa, Kauniainen, and 
Lahti in relation to benefits.

Tax revenue Shared tax revenue by 
beneficiary. State as 
the largest beneficiary due 
to VAT revenues; cities 
receiving corporate and 
income tax.

Net annual 
impact

Net annual impact 
revenue/cost for cities 
and the state

1 Excluding VAT

Property

Construction

Licensing fee

Helsinki

100% State -130.01

-5.024

4.846

Private funding -23.2 (30M USD)

Private State Helsinki Espoo Vantaa Kauniainen Lahti Other cities

Summary of funding model 
(figures in M EUR)
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Net annual
operating cost

A
N

N
U

A
L New museum has 

revenues from private 
funders �(sponsors) 
and its operations 
(admissions, retail, etc). 
The remaining net annual 
operating cost funded 
by the City of Helsinki

Tax revenue Share of tax revenue 
by beneficiary. State as 
the largest beneficiary 
due to VAT revenues; cities 
receiving corporate and 
income tax.

Net annual 
impact

Net annual impact 
revenue/cost for cities 
and the state

4.846

1.266

-3.758

0.518 0.428

0.518 0.428 0.015 0.055
0.861

0.015 0.055
0.861

Funding Model 1B: 
no funding from the other metropolitan cities

1 Excluding VAT
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Funding  
Model

Funding  
Model

1B



Property

Construction

Licensing fee

Helsinki

50% Helsinki, 50% State -65.01 -65.01

Private funding -23.2 (30M USD)

Private State Helsinki Espoo Vantaa Kauniainen Lahti Other cities

Summary of funding model 
(figures in M EUR)

IN
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L

Net annual
operating cost

A
N

N
U

A
L New museum has revenues 

from private funders (sponsors) 
and its operations (admissions, 
retail, etc). The remaining 
net annual operating cost 
funded by the state and the 
cities of Helsinki, Espoo, 
Vantaa, �Kauniainen, and 
Lahti, in relation to benefits

Tax revenue Share of tax revenue by 
beneficiary. State as 
the largest beneficiary due 
to VAT revenues; cities 
receiving corporate and 
income tax.

Net annual 
impact

Net annual impact 
revenue/cost for cities 
and the state

4.846

1.266
0.518 0.428 0.015 0.055

0.861

-3.416

-0.893
-0.365 -0.302 -0.011 -0.039

1.431
0.374 0.153 0.126 0.005 0.016

0.861

1 Excluding VAT

Property

Construction

Licensing fee

Helsinki

Private funding -23.2 (30M USD)

Private State Helsinki Espoo Vantaa Kauniainen Lahti Other cities

Summary of funding model 
(figures in M EUR)
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L

Net annual
operating cost

A
N

N
U

A
L New museum has revenues 

from private funders �
(sponsors) and its 
operations (admissions, 
retail, etc). The remaining 
net annual operating cost 
funded by the State and the 
City of Helsinki in relation to 
benefits

Funding Model 2B: 
no funding from the other metropolitan cities

Tax revenue Share of tax revenue by 
beneficiary. State as the 
largest beneficiary due to 
VAT revenues, cities 
receiving corporate and 
income tax.

Net annual 
impact

Net annual impact 
revenue/cost for cities 
and the state

4.846

0.863

1.266
0.518

-3.983

-1.041

0.428 0.015 0.055
0.861

-65.01 -65.0150% Helsinki, 50% State

0.5180.225 0.428 0.015 0.055
0.861

1 Excluding VAT
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State
Other Finnish cities
Helsinki
Espoo
Vantaa
Kauniainen
Lahti

Total

Income tax
revenues

Corporate tax
revenues

VAT 
revenues

Total

0.5

1.2

0.8

1.1

4.0
0.5

0.7

3.3

3.3 8.0

0.4

0.1
0.0

0.1
0.1

Total tax revenue by type and by beneficiary

Annual tax revenue 
(M EUR)

48 49

The economic impact would generate a total of  
8M EUR in additional annual tax revenue, including 
income tax revenues, corporate tax revenues,  
and value-added tax (VAT) revenues, that would 
benefit Finland, Helsinki, and other cities in the 
surrounding area.

Economic impact
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Direct 
impact

22

10

9 41

Indirect 
impact

Induced 
impact

Total 
impact

Additional visitor 
spending benefitting 
hotels, restaurants, 
and other businesses 
as a result of museum 
operations and visitors 
to the region

Additional earnings 
of business owners 
and employees, 
resulting in additional 
spending benefitting 
the economy

+

+ =

Total 
additional spend 
= Total Impact

Additional spending will lead to additional taxes and employment for Helsinki, other 
metropolitan cities, Uusimaa, and the rest of Finland.

The economic impact modeling

Additional direct 
spending on museum 
operations and 
additional direct 
spending by visitors 
that would not have 
occurred without a 
Guggenheim Helsinki
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The Guggenheim Helsinki is expected to bring 41M 
EUR in annual economic impact,1 directly creating 
103–11 jobs at the museum itself, indirectly creating 
340–80 jobs in Finland, and supporting many more. 
After three years, the economic impact of the new 
museum would likely exceed the initial investment 
that had been made toward the building itself.

Based on previous studies, the museum is expected to support an additional 
800–1,000 short-term employment opportunities during its construction period,

Additional indirect benefits include:
• Increased competiveness for Helsinki compared to other major cities of the region.
• Differentiation based on art, design, and architecture.
• Positive publicity for metropolitan Helsinki and Finland.
• An addition to the developing visual arts scene in metropolitan Helsinki and Finland.
• An attractive “living room” for locals in Helsinki.
• Increased possibilities for art education and art-related activities.
• Increased worldwide media attention for Helsinki and Finland.
• Potential new external investments to develop the nearby area.
• Improved capability to attract top-end talent to metropolitan Helsinki and Finland.

The additional spend would lead to 
41M EUR total economic impact, helping 
support 340-380 jobs

 1Economic impact is based on the theory of the Input/Output model of the economy, which translates 
demand of one sector to second, and third-degree impacts to the economy based on historical flows 
between sectors. The inverse matrix multipliers are as specified by Statistics Finland publications: 
Input-output [e-publication], and regional input-output tables [e-publications], 2002.
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• Cultural institutions have a demonstrated capacity for generating large-scale 
economic impact for the cities and the region they inhabit. 

• The statistics for the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao are perhaps most applicable 
in this instance:

Since the 1997 opening of the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, the City of Bilbao 
has become a major tourist destination. Within the first year of the museum’s 
opening, the Basque government saw an increase of 144M EUR in its GDP, 
effectively covering the museum’s upfront capital investment in the period of one 
year (Areso, 2007).

In the most recent economic impact report, the figures for the Guggenheim 
Museum Bilbao were as follows (B+I, December 30, 2011):

Direct, indirect, and induced spending 311M EUR

GDP contribution    274.3M EUR

Jobs maintained    5,885

Additional revenue to Basque treasuries 42.2M EUR

Impact on existing institutions in Bilbao: The average annual attendance at the 
Museo de Bellas Artes in Bilbao was approximately 100,000 prior to the opening 
of the Guggenheim Bilbao. The Museo de Bellas Artes’s annual attendance has 
doubled since the Guggenheim Bilbao opened to the public. This increase in 
attendance is reflected at other area museums and is directly attributable to the 
so-called Bilbao effect, of which the Guggenheim Bilbao is the centerpiece. 

 1It should be noted that the Basque institutions saw the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao as only one part of 
a large-scale effort to revitalize the region, including water processing, management of industrial and 
urban waste, and enhancements to public spaces. Most of this work has already been done in Helsinki; 
yet Helsinki continues to lack a truly world-class cultural institution. In 2006, the Basque city govern-
ment asserted that this entire process, of which the central component had been the Guggenheim 
Museum Bilbao, had effectively reduced unemployment rates from 28–30% to as low as 8% at the time. 
At the time of the proposal, there was some opposition in the media and elsewhere; however, key 
stakeholders in the Basque regional institutions understood the funds that were committed to the 
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao as more of a long-term investment rather than an expense. 
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Governance

A Finnish foundation, which the parties anticipate would be 
nonprofit and tax-exempt, would be responsible for the 
direction, operation, and management of the museum and for 
managing its annual budgets. 

The proposed museum site is currently and would continue to be owned by the 
City. It is anticipated that the museum would lease the site from the City; 
however, further discussion is needed to determine the most feasible 
arrangement. Depending on the funding model selected, the City and/or State 
would share responsibility for funding and overseeing the development and 
construction of the museum, with support from foundations, corporate donors, 
and private citizens. Likewise, the City and/or State also would provide or secure 
funds to cover the museum’s net operating costs.

The museum would join the Guggenheim network and benefit from its expertise in 
designing, developing, structuring, programming, promoting, and operating 
museums. The Guggenheim Foundation would have a consulting role during the 
development and construction phase and would maintain programming and 
management oversight once the museum becomes operational. Prior to the 
completion of construction, the museum would assume responsibility for its own 
day-to-day administration and operation and would enter into a programming 
and service agreement. 

Licensing Fee and Joining the Global Guggenheim
The licensing fee of 30M USD would be paid to the Guggenheim for a twenty-
year license of the Guggenheim name. In contrast to the original proposal, this 
fee would be privately funded and funds would be identified and committed by 
the close of the architectural competition. Since its founding in 1937, the 
Guggenheim has been dedicated to the art of our time. For decades, the 
Guggenheim has been circulating risk-taking art and ideas across the globe and 
engaging in cross-cultural activities. The Guggenheim continues to change with 
art itself, and with the societies in which art is made. Each Guggenheim museum 
originates exhibitions, ideas, and curatorial initiatives—a constellation that has 
many points of connection. The Guggenheim is working with a growing list of 
collaborators (artistic, cultural, civic, corporate, and nonprofit) on exhibitions, 
acquisitions, research, and programs that are shared worldwide. The 
Guggenheim offers a uniquely inclusive view of art—one that encompasses 
multiple histories of modernism and varied ways of thinking about cultures that 
are simultaneously local and global. The Guggenheim is expanding the 
definition of a traditional art museum, and expanding the audience that can 
learn and explore through museums.

The global network of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation comprises four 
museums at present: the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum in New York, the 
Peggy Guggenheim Collection in Venice, the Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, and 
the Guggenheim Abu Dhabi (in development). Each of these institutions is distinct 
in its architecture, program, cultural standpoint, and personnel. The four are 
linked through shared managerial and curatorial expertise, and through the 
international reputation and goodwill that are associated with the Guggenheim 
name. This reputation is a material resource. It guarantees that any new museum 
joining the Guggenheim network is recognized from the start as having both 
local and global importance. To enjoy this benefit, the new institution pays a 
licensing fee, which entitles it to be known as a Guggenheim museum. 
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The museum building would become a symbol of the 
new Helsinki—an iconic presence indicative of 
Finland’s strong history and distinct reputation with 
regard to art, architecture, and design. The museum 
also would be among the most technologically and 
architecturally advanced in the world, constructed in a 
manner that underscores the ethical and ecological 
values that characterize Finnish tradition and define 
its evolving identity. Just as the Guggenheim Bilbao 
helped to redefine architecture in the twentieth 
century, the Guggenheim Helsinki design is expected 
to be equally transformative in terms of the twenty-
first century.

The museum should enhance the dialogue between 
visitors and art. All areas of the museum should be 
conceived in terms of how they support social 
interaction and the experience of art.

The site should be widely recognized and one that is 
both memorable and practical.

The building would support an active exhibition and 
education program, including performances, large-
scale installations, classrooms, artist and student 
workshops, and public gathering spaces. 

Building Program

Through the quality of its architecture and the art 
displayed, the museum should be a compelling 
community gathering space for Helsinki’s residents, 
Finnish citizens, and their visitors.

There should be strong connections to the harbor 
and urban context, which are evident in all seasons.

The ideals of the Nordic region, including openness 
and accessibility, should be manifested.

It is likely that Finnish wood would be an important 
element in the construction of the building.

Inspired by Finland’s leadership in the field of 
sustainable building practices, the museum would 
emphasize environmental consciousness in its 
architecture and operations. The museum would 
strive to exceed industry standards in terms of energy 
consumption and sustainability, ultimately providing 
an innovative and inspiring model for other 
institutions worldwide. 

The museum also would be developed as one of the 
world’s most digitally advanced arts institutions, 
incorporating a multitude of opportunities for 
interactive engagement of audiences worldwide.  
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Site
To support the goal of creating a public space that welcomes new visitors and 
serves as a key cultural destination for the community, the museum’s site must be 
visually compelling, conveniently located. and well-integrated within Helsinki’s 
urban context. Additionally, a highly visible and easily accessible site will have 
the greatest appeal to both tourists and residents. The Guggenheim continues to 
feel strongly that these criteria would be best met by a city-owned South Harbor 
location, which is optimal to support a wide range of museum visitors and would 
become an important symbol in Helsinki’s built environment. The museum’s 
building and site should emphasize Finland’s strong connection between 
architecture and nature, and be conveniently situated in proximity to the civic 
center, green space, tourist attractions, and ferry terminals.

The site currently being considered for a potential museum location lies near the 
intersection of Eteläranta and Laivasillankatu, located along the southwestern 
edge of the waterfront, on city-owned land bordered by the Kaartinkaupunki 
district to the north and the Ullanlinna district to the south. The Kaartinkaupunki/
Ullanlinna site is advantageous for its prominent location on the South Harbor 
and its proximity to significant civic buildings, green spaces, and premier cultural 
destinations in the city center. In addition, adjacent neighborhoods offer ample 
shopping and restaurant options, suggesting frequent foot traffic to the new site.

Framed by water, park, and city, the new site provides direct access to and views 
of Finnish architectural masterpieces and historic and natural landmarks 
throughout the South Harbor, including, to the north, Uspenski Cathedral, Stora 
Enso Oyi Building, Helsinki Cathedral, Old Market Hall, and the Palace Hotel; 
and, to the south, Olympia Terminal and Tähtitornin vuori park. The site is highly 
visible from much of the surrounding waterfront and from water traffic 
approaching the South Harbor, including ferries and cruise ships. One of the 
city’s most popular squares, Market Square, provides a direct view to the new 
site. The museum building also would be a key feature in views from the windows 
of major governmental buildings of Helsinki, including City Hall, the Swedish 
Embassy, the Supreme Court, and the Presidential Palace. 

Viljo Revell and Keijo Petäjä’s 1952 Palace Hotel, which is considered a 
masterpiece of Finnish modernism, faces the site on the east side of Eteläranta 
Street. Beyond the Palace Hotel are shops and offices, along with a wide range 
of restaurants and cafes. Tähtitornin vuori is a significant historic park adjacent 
to the site. The park is a wooded hilltop with views looking over the waterfront. In 
addition to the views from the harbor, the building design should consider the 
elevated vantage of the hilltop. There are also opportunities to link the proposed 
museum to the park by incorporating pedestrian bridges and pathways between 
them. The museum could also provide outdoor seasonal programming (for 
example, performances or sculpture exhibitions) that would enhance the link to 
the park.  

The Design Museum and the Museum of Finnish Architecture are located 
approximately five blocks from the proposed museum site, which would be a 
pleasant walk through Tähtitornin vuori park. The programming at both of these 
existing institutions would provide complementary programs to those offered by 
the Guggenheim Helsinki, and together the three museums would constitute a 
newly revitalized cultural district on the southwestern edge of the South Harbor.

Preliminary assessment indicates that the Kaartinkaupunki/Ullanlinna site is 
similar in scale to the Kanava Terminal site that was originally proposed. The 
proposed site would be approximately 13,000 square meters in size, with the 
total area of the museum building approximating 12,000 square meters, of which 
around 4,000 square meters would be devoted to exhibition space (comparable 
to that of the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York). The height of the 
museum would be considered in relation to its context, including the adjacent 
buildings and the 32-meter hilltop peak of the park, as well as the building 
program requirements. Per city restrictions, the building would not exceed 26.6 
meters in height. Based on the soil conditions of the site, the building would not 
have a basement. Parking, transportation links, and other visitor amenities are 
more accessible than the previously considered site. The site is well served by 
public transit, including nearby stops on Helsinki’s tram and bus network. It is 
close to the Suomenlinna ferry dock in Market Square as well as the Olympia 
passenger terminal, which receives ships from Stockholm. There is a bicycle route 
along Laivasillankatu and Eteläranta that connects to the city’s larger route 
system. Certain efficiencies regarding truck and cargo access may result from the 
adjacency with the Olympia Terminal.   

Architectural Competition 
The architectural competition for the new museum building would be conducted 
as an open, international process, and is expected to be fully funded. 
Submissions from a wide-ranging group of architects and designers from Finland 
and around the world would be encouraged, including young and emerging 
practices as well as the most established figures in the field. The competition jury 
would comprise representatives designated by the Guggenheim, the City of 
Helsinki, and the State of Finland, and would be endorsed by the Finnish 
Association of Architects (SAFA). The City Planning Committee also would be 
integral to the competition. Bringing favorable attention to both Helsinki and 
Finland, the competition would be conducted over the course of eight to ten 
months, during which time the entries would be received and evaluated by the 
jury. A display of the top proposals would be prominently on view in an 
exhibition, where the public would be encouraged to compare the designs and 
share their feedback with the jury. The exhibition also would include an 
educational and public outreach program that would enable the jury to monitor 
reactions from a wide range of constituents in the community. The competition 
results would be announced in a public assembly in Helsinki. 
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Next Steps

The Guggenheim recognizes this proposal offers  
much to be considered, and understands all future 
steps to be part of an ongoing process. The 
Guggenheim looks forward to the public forums and 
discussions that will take place following this 
presentation, and encourages all interested parties to 
share their input through Facebook, Twitter, and other 
online forms of engagement. Additional and updated 
information will be made available on the project’s 
website:  
www.guggenheimhki.fi.  

A brief summary of next steps is as follows:

• Active engagement and continuous dialogue with stakeholders and audiences at 
large.

• To further ongoing public dialogue surrounding the project, a series of panel 
discussions and programs called “Guggenheim Helsinki Live” will be held 
throughout the month of October. This new forum will provide ample 
opportunities to engage a wide range of participants in the Finnish public in 
conversations and informational exchange regarding proposed ideas for the 
new museum. 

• In collaboration with the City of Helsinki, the Guggenheim would hope to 
appoint a “Citizens’ Council” comprised of artists, educators, architects, urban 
planners, and experts in a wide range of fields to help shape the dialogue 
surrounding the project and to facilitate open forum discussions. 

• Potential City Board vote for the allocation of the site for the architectural 
competition (date to be determined, prior to end of 2013).

• Pending an affirmative vote by the City Board, the subsequent steps would be:
 - Launch the architectural competition (early 2014).
 - Continue open and transparent dialogue with the citizens of Finland and others 
to help shape and envision the museum. 
 - Announce the winning design (late 2014).
 - Potentially vote to proceed with the construction and pre-operating phase of the 
museum.
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